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Abstract
The extracellular electrogram is caused by transmembrane currents that flow into extracellular

space during propagation of the electrical impulse. Electrograms are usually recorded in unipolar

or bipolarmode that have different characteristics, but provide complementary information. Both

recording modes have specific advantages, but also suffer from disadvantages. Techniques to cir-

cumvent some of theweaknesses are reviewed. The origin of remote and fractionated deflections

and their relation with electrode characteristics are discussed. Epicardial and endocardial sites of

origin and breakthrough sites as well as the effect of fatty tissue on extracellular electrograms

are presented. Induction of tachycardia to assess the arrhythmogenic area is not always possible

because of hemodynamic instability of the patient. Techniques to assess sites with high reentry

vulnerabilitywithout inductionof arrhythmias are outlined such as activation-repolarizationmap-

ping and decremental stimulation. Pitfalls of substrate mapping and techniques to avoid them as

omnipolarmapping and characterizationof complex electrogramsbyentropy arepresented. Tech-

nical aspects that influence electrogrammorphology as electrode size, filtering, contact force, and

catheter position are delineated. Data from the various publications suggest that a combination

of unipolar and bipolar electrogram analysis techniques is helpful to optimize determination of

target sites for ablation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cardiomyocytes are coupled electrically by connexins, of which C× 43

is the major connexin in ventricular myocardium. Connexins are small

protein channels through which ions and small molecules can flow

between the cardiomyocytes. Axial current will flow between acti-

vated and non-activated cardiomyocytes because of the voltage dif-

ference between them (approximately 100mV) and the electrical cou-

pling mediated by the connexins. As the axial current flows along the

cells, some of it leaks across the surface membrane as transmembrane

current. The amount of transmembrane current in any region must be

equal and opposite to the change in axial current. This results in a total
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transmembranecurrent that is proportional to the secondderivativeof

the voltage. The transmembrane currents flow through themembrane

into extracellular space. Because the extracellular fluid has resistance,

an extracellular (dipole) potential field is generated. This field is posi-

tive ahead of the activation front and negative at the back. The change

in the extracellular potential with time at a certain site is the extracel-

lular electrogram.

2 UNIPOLAR RECORDING MODE

In the unipolar recording mode, a different electrode is positioned

at the site where the electrical potential must be determined. The
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indifferent electrode is at zero potential; this electrode is positioned

at a large distance from the heart or connected to the Wilson’s Cen-

tral Terminal. Unipolar electrograms have the following major charac-

teristics: (a) interpretation of the morphology of the signals is usually

straightforward, (b) electrogrammorphology of a passingwave front is

independent of the direction of the front, (c) the electrogram is rather

sensitive to electrical signals generated at a distance from the elec-

trode, suchas remoteactivation causedbyactivityof distantheart cells

or electrical disturbances such as 50/60 Hz interference. Elimination

or reduction of electrical disturbance (“noise rejection”) is important

to select accurate local activation time for both unipolar and bipolar

electrograms. In low-noise condition (<0.02 mV baseline noise), small

local potentials (<0.05 mV) can well be identified in both unipolar and

bipolar electrograms.1 Mapping systems and special electrodes that

are available today allow acquisition of bipolar recordings with a noise

level of 0.01mV (peak-to-peak).2

2.1 Morphology of the unipolar electrogram

The unipolar electrogram recorded at the origin of activation is nega-

tive because the electrode is always located in the negative part of the

extracellular potential field during propagation of the activation front.

At a recording site where the activation front passes the electrode, the

deflection is biphasic. During the approaching phase of the front the

electrode is located in the positive part of the potential field, which

results in a positive deflection of the electrogram. The amplitude of the

electrogrambecomes zero at the time the front is exactly over the elec-

trode. Then, when the front has passed the electrode, the electrogram

becomes negative because the electrode is located in the negative part

of the potential field. This sequence results in a biphasic deflection for

the electrogram, a positive deflection followed by a negative one. At

a site where activation comes to an end, the electrode is located in

the positive part of the potential field and therefore the signal will be

positive.

2.2 Activation time

The activation time is defined as the time cardiomyocytes underneath

the electrode depolarize. This coincideswith the upstroke of the action

potential of the cells, which occurs within a millisecond in healthy

myocardium. The time of steepest upstroke of the action potential is

taken as the activation time. Simultaneous recordings of action poten-

tials and unipolar extracellular electrograms at the same spot have

shown that the upstroke of the action potential coincides with the

point of steepest down stroke in the unipolar electrogram. This is not

only valid for healthymyocardium, but also for ischemicmyocardial tis-

sue. Only part of the unipolar electrogram (the down stroke) reflects

the local event (depolarization) at the recording site. Large parts of

unipolar deflections are in fact remote, caused by the wave front that

approaches, and retreats the recording site; only the steep negative

deflection reflects depolarization of cardiomyocytes underneath the

electrode (Figure 1, upper tracing).

An electrogram is termed local if it is generated by activation

directly underneath the electrode. If activation propagates through a

F IGURE 1 Unipolar and bipolar electrogram recorded during
passage of an activation front. Parts of the extracellular electrograms
reflect remote (dark gray) and local (light gray) activation. The remote
part is smallest for the bipolar recording

bundle and the electrode terminal is at some distance from the bundle,

the electrogrambecomes therefore remote. The amplitude of an extra-

cellular unipolar electrogram decreases if distance increases. It can be

shown that at large distances (>1.5 bundle diameter), this decrease of

amplitude will be approximately inversely proportional to the power

of 2 with the distance. The distance between the positive and neg-

ative peak of the unipolar electrogram will increase with distance,

which results in less steep signals for remote deflections. The ampli-

tude of the bipolar electrogramswill also decreasewith distance, albeit

that the decrease is faster. If multiple deflections are present with

similar steepness of the down stroke, selection of activation times is

less straightforward. However, by the simultaneous recording of elec-

trograms from adjacent sites, the right activation time can often be

assessed, as discussed later.

2.3 Activation in two- and three-dimensions

Activation in two-dimensional (2D) myocardial tissue will affect elec-

trogram morphology because of the anisotropic characteristics of

myocardial tissue.3 If a sub-epicardial sheet of myocardial tissue (2D)

is stimulated at the center, isochronal lines will be elliptically shaped

(Figure 2). The unipolar electrogramat the site of stimulation (a) is neg-

ative, because it is recorded at the origin of activation. At a distance

from the site of stimulation where activation runs parallel to the fiber

direction, the electrogram is biphasic. If the distance is large, the posi-

tive and negative deflections caused by the passing wave front are vir-

tually equal (site b). If the recording site is close to the site of stimu-

lation, the positive deflection will be less high than the negative one,

because the approaching front is less strong (due to its small size dur-

ing onset) than the front that has passed the recording site. A similar

effect occurs for positions near the site where activation comes to an

end; here, the negative deflection will be smaller than the positive one

because activation is passing the recording site shortly.
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F IGURE 2 Isochronal map of a sub-epicardial sheet of
myocardium superfused in a tissue bath and stimulated at the center
(site a). The bold arrow showsmajor fiber direction in themiddle part
of the tissue. Three electrograms are shown. The electrogram at the
site of stimulation (site a) is negative. At site b, at a distance from the
site of stimulation, activation passes the electrode resulting in a
biphasic deflection with similar amplitudes for the positive and
negative deflection. At site c, activation is passing during propagation
perpendicular to the fiber direction. The biphasic deflection of the
passing front is preceded by a negative one (arrow), which is remote
and caused by activation running away from the recording site in the
fiber direction. Numbers are activation times with respect to the
onset of stimulation. The two straight lines schematically mark two
dipole fields at time 4ms for activation parallel and perpendicular to
fiber direction. Electrode diameter: 0.05mm; inter-electrode
distance: 0.15mm; reference electrode: border of tissue bath; filter
setting: 0.1-30 kHz. (Adapted from SpachMS et al., Circ Res
1979;45:188-204)

For recording sites where activation proceeds perpendicular to the

fiber direction, electrogram morphology is more complex. The tight

electrical coupling betweenmyocardial cells at the long axis of the cells

compared to the side-by-side connections results in a stronger acti-

vation front (and extracellular potential field) during propagation in

the fiber direction. This difference in strength of the activation fronts

is schematically indicated in Figure 2 by the bold lines “L” and “P” at

isochronal line 4 (4ms after stimulation at the center). The linemarked

“L” shows the (strong) potential field of activation moving in the fiber

direction (bold arrow). Electrode “c” is located in the negative zone of

this potential field. Line “P” marks the activation front (and potential

field) moving perpendicular to the fiber direction. This potential field is

weak and electrode “c” is located in the positive potential zone of this

front. Because of its strength, the negative contribution of the front

running in the fiber direction is (initially) greater than the contribu-

tion of the front running perpendicular to the fiber direction, despite

its larger distance. This results in the initial negative deflection for the

electrogram at site “c” (arrow). If front “P” is closer to site “c” the dis-

tance effect becomes greater and a biphasic deflection of a passing

wave front ensues.

Fiber direction of the ventricles rotates from epicardium to

endocardium over about 120 degrees. This rotation will affect the

epicardial activationpatternandmorphologyofunipolar electrograms.

If stimulating the epicardium of three-dimensional (3D) myocardium,

the elliptically shaped epicardial activation pattern remains similar,

but the crowding of isochronal lines for activation perpendicular to

the fiber direction decreases for distances further away from the site

of stimulation. From the site of stimulation activation will spread out

centrifugally. Epicardially, activation will spread slowly perpendicular

to the fiber direction. At the same time activation moves toward the

endocardium. At the depth where fiber direction has rotated over 90

degrees, activation will move fast in the direction in which activation

moves slowly at the epicardium. After a while this sub-epicardial front

will overtake the epicardial activation front and by moving toward

the epicardium activate the epicardium earlier than the epicardial

traveling front.

2.4 Change in signal amplitudewith distance in 3D

The mathematical relationship between distance and electrogram

amplitude for myocardial activation is complex. For a myocardial bun-

dle it can be shown that for large distances the amplitude decreases

with the power of 2 with distance. Podziemski et al determined this

relationship in 3D atrial tissue. The investigators used activation wave

fronts that traveled along a line of conduction block.4 In this way, they

were able to measure the amplitude of electrograms at several dis-

tances from activated tissue distal from the line of block. The authors

fitted the data to an exponential function, but it can be shown that the

amplitude-distance curve they composed fits well with the inverse of

the distance to the power of 2 for large distances.

2.5 Initially negative deflections

As outlined before, an initially, sharp negative deflection points to a

recording site where activation arises. Such a signal is expected to

occur at a site where normal or abnormal impulse formation occurs.

This feature of the unipolar electrogram is helpful to determine the

arrhythmogenic site of focal cardiac arrhythmias. It is, however, impor-

tant to check the initial deflections for (tiny) R-waves. As long as an R-

wave is present, the electrode is not at the site of origin of activation.

In a large number of cases, the signal recorded at the origin of acti-

vation is more complex, as illustrated in Figure 3. It shows the epi-

cardial activation map of a patient with symptomatic ectopic ventric-

ular activity. The electrogram recorded at the earliest activated site

indeed starts with a sharp negative deflection, but the initially down

stroke is followed by a second negative deflection. This second deflec-

tion is due to fiber rotation from epicardium to endocardium as out-

lined before. The fiber direction is perpendicular to the left anterior

descending artery (LAD) at the epicardium andmore or less parallel to

the LAD at the endocardium. Therefore, conduction velocity parallel

to the LAD is low at the subepicardium, but fast in subendocardial lay-

ers. The fast activation in the fiber direction at subendocardial layers

is (initially) somewhat delayed compared to the epicardial activation. It

is related with a strong potential field and will induce a delayed large

negative deflection in the signal at the epicardial recording electrode,

because activationmoves away from that site.
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F IGURE 3 Epicardial mapping in a patient with symptomatic
ectopic ventricular activity (see tracing II). Anti-arrhythmic surgery
was carried out because epicardial cathetermapping revealed that the
location of ectopic activity was located close to the phrenic nerve. The
right lower panel shows the isochronal map of an ectopic beat derived
from extracellular electrograms recorded by an 8 × 8 electrode grid
(left panel). Numbers are activation times after earliest activation. The
earliest activated site of the ectopic complex is indicated by an
asterisk. The electrogram at that site is initially negative, as illustrated
by the tracing. CX= circumflex; LA= left atrium; LAD= left anterior
descending artery; RA= right atrium; LV= left ventricle; electrode
diameter: 1 mm; inter-electrode distance: 5mm; reference electrode:
surgical wound; filter setting: 0 Hz – 400Hz

Initially, negative electrograms may also arise at sites that reveal a

tissue discontinuity. Such sites are intrinsically present in the heart, for

instance at Purkinje-muscle junctions where the Purkinje strands are

connected to ventricular myocardium. The Purkinje strand consists of

a small number of cells compared to ventricular myocardial tissue it is

connectedwith. This small number of cells of the Purkinje strand has to

deliver current to activate the large number of cells of the connected

myocardial tissue. Thus, less current per myocardial cell is available,

which results in conduction delay at the interface. The current to load

mismatch at these tissue discontinuities may also lead to conduction

block.5 Activationblock atPurkinje-muscle junctions is usually avoided

because specific transitional cells take care of the transition of activa-

tion from Purkinje to muscle. A recording electrode positioned at the

Purkinje-muscle interface will reveal an electrogram with a negative

deflection only (Q-wave) if propagation is from Purkinje to muscle. An

initially positive deflection (R-wave) caused by the approaching front

is missing. The reason is that the small number of cells in the Purkinje

strand generates too little current to obtain an initially positive deflec-

tion.When the interface has been passed, a strong activation front will

develop in themuscular tissueandgeneratea largenegativedeflection.

Several heart diseases too are associated with tissue discontinu-

ities. In the Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome an aberrant

myocardial bundle traverses the atrio-ventricular groove and connects

atrial with ventricular myocardium. These bundles usually consist of

myocardial tissue, havea small diameter, andare connected to substan-

tialmyocardial tissue. At the sitewhere ventricularmyocardium is acti-

vated by activation in the aberrant bundle, an electrogramwith initially

negativedeflectionarises. Again, theR-waveof the (small) approaching

F IGURE 4 Schematics of the bipolar recordingmode during
passage of a broadwave front indicated by the open arrow. Input
signals at the+ and – input of the amplifier are similar (gray and black
tracings), but shifted in time. The output signal is the difference
between the two input signals and is proportional to the first
derivative of the unipolar electrogram if the distance (dx) between the
poles is small

wave front in the aberrant bundle is virtually invisible. This feature of

the unipolar electrogram can be used to track down the location of the

aberrant bundle; the site where the bundle is connected with the bulk

mass of myocardium.6

Tissue discontinuities may also arise in infarcted myocardium. Col-

lateral flow may give rise to surviving myocardial strands within the

infarcted zone. These strands may traverse the infarcted zone paving

the way for re-entry, which is often the mechanism of infarct related

ventricular tachycardias.7 At the site where activation leaves the bun-

dle and activates remaining healthy myocardium, the recorded elec-

trogram will be initially negative. The surviving bundles usually have a

small diameter and the R-wave they generate in the electrogram at the

exit site will be virtually invisible.

The initially negative deflection of the unipolar recording can also

be helpful to detect tissue discontinuities where slow conduction sud-

denly speeds up, such as the proximal part of the His bundle. At the

site where the common AV bundle connects with the His bundle, a QS

deflection is recorded.8

3 BIPOLAR RECORDING MODE

3.1 Characteristics

For bipolar recordings, the different electrode is, as in the unipolar

mode, positioned at the site of interest. The indifferent electrode is,

however, positioned close to the different one. Wave fronts that pass

the electrodes induce similar (unipolar) signals at both poles. Themain

difference is that these signals are shifted in time. The degree of the

shift depends on the direction of the wave front and is virtually zero if

activationmoves perpendicular to the line between the poles. Because

the recording amplifier subtracts the two signals, the output signal is

in fact proportional to the first derivative of the unipolar electrogram

(Figure 4). Prerequisite is that the time difference (dt) between the sig-

nals is small, which is the case if the distance between the poles is small
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F IGURE 5 Simultaneous recording of unipolar and bipolar
electrograms from the same position. A unipolar electrogram is
independent on the direction of the activation front and the activation
time is at the point of steepest negative dV/dt in the signal. Setup for
the bipolar recordings is as indicated in Figure 4. If the activation front
comes from the left (A), the bipolar electrogram is mainly negative (as
in Figure 4) and the activation time is at peak negative. If the
activation front comes from the right (B), the bipolar electrogram
inverts and becomesmainly positive. The activation time is now at
peak positive. Finally if the activation front is parallel to the line
between the poles (C andD), the signal output is virtually zero and an
activation time cannot be determined

(dt = dx/cv; dx is the distance between the poles, cv the conduction

velocity).

A bipolar electrogram is sharper than aunipolar one, becausediffer-

entiation of a signal promotes the high frequency components in the

signal. In contrast to a unipolar electrogram, morphology and ampli-

tude of a bipolar electrogram depend on the direction of the wave

front.

3.2 Activation times and remote signals

The activation time in a bipolar electrogram is more difficult to assess

than in a unipolar electrogram. In Figure 5, the simultaneous recording

of unipolar and bipolar electrograms is shown for different directions

of the activation front. The setup for the bipolar recording is as illus-

trated in Figure 4. The activation time in the unipolar electrogram is

independent of the direction of the activation front and is at the point

of steepest down stroke in the signal (upper arrow). Activation time

in the bipolar electrogram is at the peak negative point (middle arrow)

if the activation front comes from the left (open arrow A). However, if

the activation front comes from the opposite direction (open arrow B),

the signal inverts and the activation time is at the peak positive point

(lower arrow). It becomes even worse if the plane of the wave front is

parallel to the line between the poles (open arrow C and D). Then, the

signals induced at the poles are nearly the same (without delay) and

the bipolar electrogram is virtually zero and no activation time can be

assessed in that case. In practical circumstances where the electrode

size of the tip and the ring of a catheter are different and/or wave

fronts are not plain, cancellation will not be 100%.

A great advantage of bipolar recordings is that distant electrical

activity, being caused by a remote wave front or by interference of

the mains, is suppressed because the induced signal is nearly the same

at both poles. Therefore, the bipolar electrogram is more suitable

to detect whether a deflection is local or remote than the unipolar

electrogram. The amplitude of the bipolar electrogram generated by

activation in a myocardial bundle (one-dimensional) is inversely pro-

portional to the power of three of the distance. Although the bipolar

electrogram is sharper than the unipolar one, recordings made in

bipolar mode also have remote parts as illustrated in Figure 1 (lower

tracing).

The direction dependence of the bipolar electrogram can be used to

assess the direction of wave fronts. Main positive or negative deflec-

tions correspondwith opposite directions of the activation fronts. This

feature of the bipolar electrogram can be used to assess the site of ori-

gin of focal activation as will be discussed later.

3.3 Simultaneous recording of unipolar and bipolar

electrograms

Because unipolar and bipolar electrograms have complementary infor-

mation, it is often helpful to record them simultaneously. The bipolar

recording reveals which deflection is local in the unipolar electrogram.

Figure 6 shows a tracing of a sinus complex followed by an ectopic one

in a patient with ectopic beats arising in the left ventricular outflow

tract. The sinus complex shows that the first deflection of the unipolar

recordings (deflection a) is remote, because a deflection at the same

time has a very low amplitude in the bipolar recording. The second

deflection in the unipolar recordings (deflection b) is local because a

prominent deflection arises in the bipolar recording at the same time.

For the ectopic complex, the bipolar recording shows that the nega-

tive deflections in the unipolar recordings are local because they occur

at virtually the same time (deflection c). In addition, the steepest and

earliest deflection occurs in unipolar tracing 1 and it is at the tip elec-

trode of the catheter from which radiofrequency current was deliv-

ered. From the bipolar recording, it is not evident whether the earliest

activation arises at the proximal or distal pole, thus activation time can

best be detected from the unipolar electrogram.

4 CIRCUMVENTING DRAWBACKS OF

UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR RECORDINGS

Although unipolar and bipolar electrograms are the basis for electro-

physiological recordings, both have some drawbacks. These can often

be circumvented by using multiple adjacent electrograms for analysis.

Modern mapping systems allow the recording and analysis of a large

number (even thousands) of electrograms in a short time interval by

usingmulti-pole catheter-electrodes.

4.1 Omnipolar recording

One of the major problems with bipolar electrograms is their direc-

tion dependence. Bipolar signals are often used for voltage-guided

approaches to determine compromised myocardial areas. The orien-

tation of the poles with respect to the direction of the wave front will
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F IGURE 6 Simultaneous recording of two unipolar and one bipolar electrogram together with lead III at the LVOT in a patient with
symptomatic ectopic beats arising at the outflow tract. To determine “local” deflection(s) in the unipolar electrogram, deflections in the unipolar
electrogram are comparedwith bipolar deflections at the same instant. Deflection a in the unipolar recordings of the sinus complex, is virtually
missing in the bipolar one, indicating that this deflection is remote. Deflection b is present in both unipolar and bipolar tracings, indicating that this
deflectionmarks a local event. In the sameway, deflection c is the local one in the ectopic complex. The (initially) negative deflection is sharpest
and earliest at pole 1 of the unipolar recording, indicating that this pole should be used for ablation. Electrode size: 2 × 1mm; inter-electrode
distance: 2mm; reference electrode:WCT; filter setting: 0.1-250Hz

affect the correct interpretation of the amplitude of the bipolar elec-

trogram. The omnipolar technique circumvents this problem and pro-

vides a measure of the largest possible bipolar electrogram.9 Within

a square area defined by four electrode terminals that record unipo-

lar electrograms, the omnipolar technique allows the calculation of

bipolar electrograms in any direction, from which the direction that

gives the maximal amplitude can be determined. Haldar et al applied

this technique in a dog model of AF and showed that the omnipolar

approach is able to identify the largest possible bipolar electrogram in

sinus rhythm as well as AF.10 In addition, the wave front direction can

be estimated by taking into account wave front orientation, collision,

and fractionation, yielding a velocity vector field.11

4.2 LaPlacian technique

Interpretation of unipolar electrograms and their local activation times

can be hampered by remote activity or intervening repolarization

waves, especially during complex arrhythmias. LaPlacian electrograms

allow detection of the moment of activation without these interfer-

ences. The calculation involves spatial and temporal differentiation of

the extracellular voltage recorded in a grid electrode. The LaPlacian

approximates the second spatial derivative of theunipolar electrogram

(if the poles are close together) and is proportional to the transmem-

brane current. Coronel and co-workers showed that during ventric-

ular fibrillation wave fronts are better recognizable in the LaPlacian

signal.12

5 ORIGIN OF REMOTE DEFLECTIONS

As illustrated in Figure 2, remote deflections may arise because of

anisotropy of myocardial tissue. Differences in the strength of the

potential field for activation parallel and perpendicular to the fiber

directions are the important factor for these deflections. There are,

however, other ways remote deflections may arise in unipolar, but also

bipolar electrograms. Recordings from the atrium can be disturbed by

activation in the ventricle. The ventricular mass is much larger than

that of the atrium and therefore, activation in the ventricle can be

recorded at a large distance, that is, in the atrium. It is important to

trace such remote deflections, because they may result to false inter-

pretations if considered tobe local. The simultaneous recording of ven-

tricular activity, for instance bymeans of a surface ECG,may be helpful

to copewith this problem.

Activity in various adjacent heart structures may generate remote

deflections that are preferentially visible if activation is asynchronous.

The superior caval vein (SCV) is located close to the right superior

pulmonary vein (RSPV).13 The myocardial mass of the SCV is such

that enough current can be generated to produce a (remote) signal in

recordings of theRSPV. Similar in this respect areoverlaying structures

as present at the coronary sinus (CS). Atrial tissue overlays the CS, but

is electrically isolated from the CS at most sites by adipose tissue.14

Recordingsmade from sites in the CS reveal deflections from atrial tis-

sue andmyocardium in the CS. Distinguishing remote from local activ-

ity may be difficult in such overlaying structures because activation

in the two tissues is very close together and both deflections can be

sharp.

5.1 Fractionated electrograms

Increased collagen deposition is associatedwith a large number of car-

diac diseases and will affect conduction as well as electrogram mor-

phology. Often myocardial and collagen bundles intermingle, which

may result in tortuous routes for activation. Because activation in vari-

ous bundles is often asynchronous, electrograms become fractionated.

Such fractionated electrograms often arise in infarctedmyocardium.15

Increasedcollagendepositionmaygive rise to structural and functional
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F IGURE 7 Panel (A) shows a papillarymuscle with a line electrode
(black dots are the eight electrode terminals) positioned
perpendicular to the long axis of themuscle. Unipolar electrograms
recorded simultaneously at five sites (a-e) are shown in panel (B).
Numbers indicate six different complexes. Note that deflections along
the dashed lines of complex 6 in the different recordings occur at the
same time. Amplitude and dV/dt of these deflections are shown in
panel (C). They are largest in tracing c, which suggests that the bundle
that generates this deflection is located underneath electrode c.
Deflections 1-4 in tracing c have counterparts in adjacent tracings that
have larger amplitude and dV/dt, thus these deflections are remote in
tracing c. Deflection 5 is, however, also local because its amplitude and
dV/dt are largest in tracing c. Stim., stimulus artifact; electrode
diameter: 0.1 mm; inter-electrode distance: 0.2mm; reference
electrode: at border tissue bath; filter setting: 0.01-1 kHz

conduction block. Current to load mismatch imposed by the mixture

of myocardial and collagen fibers is an important factor in generating

functional conduction block.

A major problem with fractionated electrograms is the selection of

the local component (and activation time), the more so because mul-

tiple local components can be present in a signal. If multiple record-

ings are available from neighboring sites, a reliable detection of the

local deflection may be possible as illustrated in Figure 7. Panel (A)

shows an infarcted papillary muscle that was superfused in a tissue

bath.16 Tissue consisted of parallel oriented myocardial bundles, sep-

arated over variable distances by collagen bundles, which resulted in

asynchronous activation causing fractionated electrograms. Electro-

grams were recorded with a line-electrode harboring eight terminals

with 200 µm inter-electrode distance. The line-electrode was perpen-

dicular to the fiber direction of the papillary muscle. Five of the elec-

trograms (a-e) are shown in panel (B). All deflections along the dashed

vertical line marked 6 occur at the same time, suggesting that these

deflections are generated by the same activation front in one of the

myocardial bundles of the muscle. Panel (C) shows the amplitude and

the maximal negative slope of the five deflections. The largest value of

amplitude and slope of complex 6 is present in tracing c. Amplitude and

slope decrease in tracings d and e as well as b and a. This means that

the activated myocardial bundle that generates deflection 6 is located

underneath electrode c and at a distance for the other electrodes (a

and b and d and e). Deflections 1-4 in tracing c are remote. They have

counterparts in adjacent tracings at the same time, but amplitude and

slopeof these correspondingdeflections are greater in tracings b anda.

This supports the remote character of the deflections 1-4 in c. Deflec-

tion 5 in tracing c is, however, caused by local activity once more. For

this deflection the amplitude and slope decrease in the corresponding

deflections in tracings b and d. The amplitude of deflection 5 is much

smaller than that of deflection 6 in tracing c, suggesting that deflection

5 is caused by activation in a bundle with a smaller diameter or at a

larger distance from the surface. The cause of two local deflections is

related to the size (surface area) of the electrode. If the electrode sur-

face covers two bundles, activation in both bundles will be local.

6 DETERMINING TARGET SITES

6.1 Activationmaps

Activation sequence mapping is frequently applied to detect the tar-

get site for ablation. This is done during tachycardia to assess a tempo-

ral sequence of activation. Electrograms are recorded sequentially or

simultaneously at a large number of sites. From the recorded electro-

grams, the activation map during tachycardia is determined. For this

purpose, activation times have to be determined. As outlined, the point

of steepest down stroke in the unipolar electrogram marks the local

activation time. This corresponds with the peak negative or peak pos-

itive point in the bipolar electrogram. In several studies the onset of

the bipolar electrogram has been used to select the activation time.

This is, however, not correct because as with the unipolar electro-

gram, the first and last part of the bipolar electrogram are remote (see

Figure 1). In healthymyocardium, this selection of activation timemay,

although wrong, not be detrimental, but in diseased myocardium acti-

vation maps based on such activation times may result in erroneous

conclusions. The activation map constructed from activation times

based on the onset of the bipolar electrograms may for instance sug-

gest a re-entry mechanism, whereas in fact two colliding wave fronts

are present as illustrated in Figure 8.

Determining activation times fromunipolar recordings is not always

without difficulties, because of deflections caused by remote activ-

ity. Complex filtering and statistical approaches have been pro-

posed to enhance the accuracy of activation times.17,18 The filtering

study by Cabo et al suggests that inclusion of frequencies between

500 and 1000 Hz improves detection performance.17 The statistical

approaches suggest that incorporating multiple features (voltage, first

and second derivative, and ratio) of unipolar deflections enhance pre-

diction of activation time of complex fractionated electrograms.

Other investigators optimized detection of local activation by

looking for the maximal unipolar negative dV/dt within a window

demarcated by the beginning and the end of the bipolar complex.19

This prevents detection of activation times in deflections that are

remote in the unipolar electrogram. These authors also tested the

onset of the bipolar electrogram and themomentwhen the cumulative
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F IGURE 8 Right panel: Bipolar electrograms recorded at seven
sites during an atrial arrhythmia. The position of the electrodes is
indicated by the black dots in the left panels. Gray arrows indicate
“activation times” if the onset of the bipolar deflections is
(erroneously) chosen as activation time. The corresponding activation
pattern at the left suggests re-entrant activation (left upper panel).
Black arrows indicate activation times if the largest positive or
negative deflection is chosen as activation time. Now the activation
map shows that recordings aremade at a site where two activation
fronts collide (left lower panel). Electrode size: 1mm; inter-electrode
distance: 4mm; reference electrode:WCT; filter setting: 30-500Hz

area of the signal reached 50% of the total area between begin and

end of the signal. They indicated that these parameters have a less

solid physiological meaning.

Because induction of tachycardia can be problematic due to hemo-

dynamic intolerance of the rhythm, Child et al suggested another

method to determine the origin of re-entry tachycardias.20 Their

method assesses localized regions of high susceptibility to conduc-

tion block and re-entry. The method requires unipolar electrograms,

because both activation and repolarization at multiple sites have to be

determined. A re-entry vulnerability index is determined at all record-

ing sites that is related to the difference between repolarization and

activation times for adjacent sites. The lower the index value, the

higher the vulnerability for re-entry.

6.2 High resolutionmulti-channel systems

Some systems for electrophysiological mapping that are available

today allow automatic collection of electrograms and construction of

activation patterns and scar maps containing thousands of points. The

Rhythmia system for instance uses a 64 pole steerable basket catheter

that enables continuous collection of electrograms, while the basket

is in contact with the surface of the heart. Splines contain low noise

electrode terminals at distances of 2mm, allowing the automated con-

struction of high density maps. Only electrograms that are close to the

shell of the cardiac chamber are used, which results in data for contact

maps. Automatic acceptance or rejection of signals is based on stability

and phase of the respiratory cycle. The large number of electrograms

that is detected within a short time allows the construction of multiple

electrical maps to assess reliability of early activated sites and lines of

block. Although annotation of activation times is made after compari-

son with neighboring electrograms, manual adaptation is still possible.

The system records unipolar electrograms, while bipolar electrograms

are calculated. A special algorithm (lumipoint) allows the selection of

a window of interest to identify late potentials, regions that exhibit

discontinuous activation and detection of critical isthmus sites and

abnormal potentials.21 The lumipoint algorithm displays an activation

histogram over the entire tachycardia cycle length with a normalized

score. Takigawa and collaborators showed that the algorithm can be

used to identify reentrant versus focal atrial tachycardia.22

6.3 Decrement evoked potentials

Decrement evoked potential mapping is another technique that has

recently been developed to determine critical sites of VT circuits

without induction of tachycardia. This technique uses decremental

extrastimuli to identify isolated near-field potentials.23 If late poten-

tials or fractionated potentials are identified during mapping, a pacing

train with decremental extrastimuli is applied. If the local potential on

the mapping catheter delays, this is annotated as a decrement evoked

potential (DEEP). Aminimum delay of 10ms is required for an electro-

gram to be categorized as DEEP.23 The investigators found that poten-

tials with decremental properties within scar or at scar border zones

are able todetect targets for ablation that aremore likely toparticipate

in VT circuits than targets determined during conventional substrate

mapping. Application of DEEP mapping identified diastolic pathways

with greater specificity than mapping of late potentials. In a prospec-

tive multicenter study, the viability of the decrement evoked potential

approach to identify functional substrate modification for VT therapy

has been confirmed.24

6.4 Bipolar electrogrammorphology to assess

ablation sites

Although the unipolar electrogram is physically sound to assess acti-

vation time, its detection can be bothersome in some cases. The area

revealing a QS morphology in the unipolar electrogram may be too

largeor remotedeflectionsmayhamperanaccurateestimation. There-

fore, some investigators suggested the use of bipolar electrogram

morphology to pin-point the origin. Van Huls van Taxis et al used

reversed polarity of adjacent bipolar electrograms as a criterion to

target the ablation site of idiopathic right ventricular outflow tract

arrhythmias.25 Four electrode terminals (1-4) of a catheter were used

and bipolar recordingsweremade between each successive pair, yield-

ing three bipolar electrograms. In fact this concept uses the direction

dependence of the bipolar electrogram. In case the focus is located

between terminals 2 and 3, the direction of the activation fronts run-

ning to themost distal electrode (3-4) is opposite to the direction of the

front toward themost proximal pair (1-2) and these signals are inverse.

In case the focus is not between terminals 2 and 3, signals will deflect

in the same direction. Thismethod is, however, not applicable to deter-

mine exit sites of infarct related ventricular tachycardias.
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F IGURE 9 Needle electrode recordings during stimulation from
the epicardium. The electrodewas impaled in the left ventricle of a pig
heart. Note the initial negative deflection of the unipolar electrogram
at the epicardial site. Activationmoves to the endocardium, which is
reflected by the increase in activation time. For electrograms
recorded toward the endocardium, a small R-wave arises of which the
amplitude increases slightly the further the recording site is away
from the epicardium

Sorgente et al used the negative concordance between the unipolar

and bipolar electrogram as an additional criterion to localize the site

of origin of focal ventricular arrhythmias.26 If a catheter is close to the

origin of activation, unipolar electrogramsat both theproximal anddis-

tal pole are virtually negative. PossibleR-wavesdue to the approaching

front will be very small because of the close proximity of the terminals

to the origin. If the tip (distal pole) electrode of the catheter is located

at the origin, the bipolar electrogram (proximal subtracted from the

distal) will be negative, because the negative deflection caused by acti-

vation at the distal electrode occurred earlier than activation at the

proximal electrode. Thus both the unipolar and bipolar electrograms

are negative (concordant). If the proximal electrode is, however, over

the origin, the negative deflection at the proximal pole occurs earlier

than the negative deflection at the distal pole and the bipolar electro-

gram becomes positive. Thus, in case the tip is not located at the origin,

the unipolar and bipolar electrograms are discordant.

6.5 Epicardial or endocardial origin of activation

To optimize ablation, it is important to know whether the origin of a

tachycardia arises at (or near) the epicardium or endocardium. Sev-

eral experimental studies show that small R-waves arise in the unipo-

lar electrogram at the endocardium if activation originates at the

epicardium and the other way around. Figure 9 shows electrograms

recorded with a needle electrode inserted in the left ventricular wall

in case stimulation is performed at the epicardium of a Langendorff-

perfused porcine heart. Note that at the epicardium, the electrogram is

initially negative; no R-wave is present. For recording sites toward the

endocardium, a tiny R-wave is present that tends to increase in ampli-

tude the further the electrode is away from the epicardium.

The site beneath the epicardium activation arises has a great effect

on the epicardial activation pattern, as illustrated in Figure 10. An

8 × 8 grid electrode was positioned on the epicardium of a

Langendorff-perfused pig heart. A needle electrode with 10 terminals

was impaled perpendicular to the ventricular wall in the center of the

grid. Panel (A) shows the isochronal epicardial map during stimulation

from the upper electrode terminal of the needle, which was at the

epicardium. The isochronal pattern is elliptically shaped (anisotropic)

showing fast conduction in the direction perpendicular to the left ante-

rior descending artery (LAD). At the epicardium, the fiber direction is

perpendicular to the LAD. Panel (B) shows the isochronal map if stimu-

lation was performed at the terminal of the needle electrode that was

located at the endocardium. This pattern is more circular (isotropic)

due to rotation of the fiber direction through the ventricular wall.

6.6 Early epicardial activation; breakthrough or

focal activation

In case the origin of activation is at the epicardium, the epicardial acti-

vation map is centrifugal, although activation block in one or more

directions may occur in case of cardiac disease. The unipolar electro-

gram at the earliest activated site is negative. During atrial fibrilla-

tion (AF), spread of epicardial activation is often centrifugal. De Groot

et al showed, however, that in most cases an initial R-wave is present,

indicative for activation running toward the epicardium.27 Such obser-

vations emphasize that a centrifugal activation pattern is not sufficient

for determining the site of onset of activation.

6.7 Role of epicardial fat on electrogram amplitude

Epicardial fat increases the distance between the site of activation

and the recording electrode and affects electrogram morphology. The

group of Zeppenfeld determined unipolar and bipolar electrogram

amplitude in patients undergoing epi- and endocardial mapping.28 Epi-

cardial fat was assessed by computed tomography. Sixty-four percent

of the epicardial surface of the patient’s heart was covered with fat, of

which the thicknesswas>4mm in25%of the adipose area. The bipolar

voltage decreased in amplitude from 2.5mV (no fat) to 0.9mV (>4mm

fat). In contrast, unipolar amplitudeswerenot influencedby the epicar-

dial fat. The authors attribute this difference to the larger field of view

of the unipolar recording technique. They concluded that because epi-

cardial fat attenuates bipolar voltage amplitude it may prevent accu-

rate delineation of scar if bipolar voltagemapping is applied.

7 SUBSTRATE MAPPING

Substrate mapping is used to detect areas with infarction or scarring

and to delineate possible pathways for re-entry. This kind of map-

ping is done during sinus rhythm or pacing. Advantage of the proce-

dure is that it can be carried out in patients in whom mapping dur-

ing tachycardia is not feasible because of hemodynamic intolerance

due to the frequency of the (induced) arrhythmia. Amplitude of elec-

trograms is reduced due to structural changes or zones of activation

block, decreasing the number of activated cells. Animal studies have

been performed to validate the method and to assess cutoff values.

Bipolar voltage criteria of 1.5 to 2.0mV are used to distinguish healthy
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F IGURE 10 Epicardial isochronal pattern after epicardial (panel A) and endocardial (panel B) stimulation from a needle electrode in the center
of the grid electrode. Electrogramswere recordedwith an 11× 11 grid electrode. Themap obtained during epicardial stimulation has a clear
anisotropic configuration, whereas themap after endocardial stimulation is virtually isotropic. Electrode diameter: 1 mm; inter-electrode
distance: 5mm; reference electrode: aortic root; filter setting: 0-400Hz

from impaired myocardium. Bipolar voltage amplitudes of 0.5-1.5 mV

point to diseased myocardium, <.5 mV to dense scar myocardium, 0.5

to <1.5 mV to border zone tissue and to healthy myocardium if the

amplitude is >1.5 mV. The area with diseased myocardium is usually

larger than that determined with gadolinium enhanced MRI, which is

caused by the lower sensitivity of the noninvasive technique. Glashan

et al have shown that in non-ischemic cardiomyopathy a voltage cut-off

value to assess fibrosis is not without problems and that knowledge of

wall thickness is required.29

7.1 Fractionation and late potentials

As described before, fractionated electrograms point to asynchronous

activation in areas where myocardial fibers intermingle with zones

consisting of in-excitable tissue such as collagen, adipose, or ischemic

myocardium. In addition, heterogeneous expression of connexins has

been shown to give rise to fractionation of electrograms.30 To assess

whether endo-epicardial asynchrony contributes to electrogram frac-

tionation, van der Does et al carried out epicardial mapping during

sinus rhythm inpatients undergoing cardiac surgery.31 Activation time,

electrogram amplitude, RS ratio, and fractionation were assessed in

the right atrial free wall of patients operated for coronary artery dis-

ease or valvular heart disease. The authors showed that during sinus

rhythm, epi-endo differences in electrogram fractionation occurred.

Endo-epicardial asynchronywas the origin of fractionation in 4%of the

fractionatedelectrograms, but they suggested that this percentagewill

increase during arrhythmias.

Late potentials, deflections of myocardial activity arising after the

endof the surface ECGand separated from themain local deflection by

an isoelectric interval, also point to impaired myocardial tissue. They

are caused by delayed activation in compromised areas and may play

a role in arrhythmogenicity. Fractionated and late potentials are pref-

erentially recorded in bipolar mode because they may be obscured by

remote deflections in electrograms recorded in unipolar mode.

Although late potentials may clearly be seen after QRS, they may

not always show increased delay after premature stimulation. Such

areas are less likely to contribute to reentry then those that reveal

decremental conduction. As shown before, such areas can be deter-

mined with DEEP mapping. It has been shown that regions with great

decrement are associated with the sites of exit of re-entrant tachy-

cardia. Decrement stimulation has the additional advantage that late

potentials that are masked by the ECG or far field electrograms may

become visible because of the increase in delay.

7.2 Complex fractionated atrial electrograms as

marker for the substrate of AF

Bipolar, complex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAEs) are fre-

quently used to detect abnormal areas in the atria of patients with

AF. A frequently used marker of CFAEs is the width of the interval

of the fractionated deflection. As mentioned before, a problem of the

bipolar electrograms is that fractionation is dependent on the direc-

tion of the activation front. However, also for unipolar electrograms

the amount of fractionation depends on the direction of the activation

front. In areas where collagen fibers andmyocardial fibers intermingle

conduction may be asynchronous, especially if conduction is perpen-

dicular to the fiber direction. Because of the field of view of electrodes

multiple deflections will be recorded that are out of phase, which

increases the interval in which deflections are present. If, however,

activation in the same structure is synchronous in the various fibers,

which may be the case if conduction is in the fiber direction, less frac-

tionation will be present.

Although CFAEs are used to select areas for ablation, several stud-

ies have demonstrated that they are frequently passive phenomena
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and not critical for the perpetuation of AF.32 The group of Schot-

ten recorded unipolar electrograms during AF in the left atrium of

20 patients with persistent or paroxysmal fibrillation.33 CFAEs were

assessed with five semi-automated bipolar CFAE algorithms. All CFAE

assessments showed poor correlation with the complexity of the sub-

strate. The latter was determined from conduction velocity, number of

waves/breakthroughs, and electrical dissociation. In addition, CFAEs

poorly correlated with fractionation index of unipolar electrograms.

The previous index, however, was highly related with AF substrate

complexity and a good marker for conduction block. Sohal and collab-

orators suggested that wide field mapping using electrodes with mul-

tiple splines, which allows simultaneous acquisition of activation over

large area, would be preferential.34

7.3 Entropy analysis

Atrial electrogramsduring complexactivationare frequentlydisturbed

by spikes or missing samples due to unstable positioning or poor con-

tact of electrodes. These artifacts will affect the reliability of the CFAE

and non-CFAE segmentation. Although processing techniques are

available to reduce spikes, this option is oftennot applicable because of

similarity with electrogram features. To circumvent the effect of these

artifacts, sample entropy has been applied successfully.35 This proce-

dure determines regularity of a time series by computing the negative

logarithm of the conditional probability that two sequences, which are

similar for a number of points, remain similar for the next point at a

dissimilarity level below a certain threshold value.36 Cirugeda-Roldán

and co-workers used this method for the analysis of noisy atrial elec-

trograms. Electrograms free of noise and artifacts were selected by

an expert and used to distinguish between CFAE and non-CFEA elec-

trograms. For this purpose non-CFAE signals were created from the

selected noise-free electrograms by adding artifacts. Their results ver-

ified that sample entropy is able to distinguish betweenCFAE and non-

CFAE recordings even at 50%missing data or 10% of spikes.

Shannon’s entropy and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are similar

statistical measures of complexity of a signal. These techniques eval-

uate the distribution of signal values within the signal histogram and

provides a guide to information content. They have been successfully

applied to data from AF patients in whom classification of CFAE, non

CFAE, and not interpretable segments of electrograms were classified

according toNademanee criteria by four reviewers.37 Both techniques

resulted in a high sensitivity and specificity in classifying uninter-

pretable electrograms from all other electrograms. Shannon’s entropy

was able to distinguishCFAE fromnon-CFAEwithout the need for user

input for threshold levels as is the case for fractional intervals.

Shannon’s entropy has also been applied to differentiate bipolar

electrograms recorded at pivot points of rotors from electrograms

detected at peripheral regions. Pivot points are critical for rotors to

maintain AF. It is expected that pivot points broaden the amplitude

distribution of bipolar electrograms. Because Shannon’s entropy is

a measure of signal amplitude distribution, differentiation between

electrograms at pivot and peripheral sites was expected to be possible.

Genesan et al studied this technique in a computer model, in vitro and

in vivo (AF patients).38 Their data suggest that Shannon’s entropy is an

objective tool to assist mapping of locally stable rotors.

8 TECHNICAL ASPECTS THAT INFLUENCE

ELECTROGRAM MORPHOLOGY

8.1 Electrode size

Electrode diameter affects electrogram characteristics.39 Although

the morphology of the electrograms remains similar, steepness of the

signal is greater for smaller diameters of the recording electrode. This

effect of the electrode diameter on the electrogram is caused by the

fact that activation requires time to pass the electrode. Because the

recorded signal is the mean of all activity underneath the electrode,

the electrogram will widen if the electrode size increases. Although

this suggests that a small diameter is preferable, one should realize

that electrode noise increases with decreasing electrode diameter.40

In addition, the ionic bilayer at the electrode-tissue interface is dis-

turbedeasily if the surface is small,which results in a greater sensitivity

tomovement artifacts for small diameter electrodes.

8.2 Electrogram fractionation

Jacquemet and co-workers showed in a computer model that fraction-

ation variedwith the density of collagen strands and that fractionation

increased with larger electrodes.41 Zlochiver et al demonstrated that

fractionated electrograms also arise at the junctionbetweenorganized

rotors and surrounding tissue, where wave break results in variable

conduction patterns.42

Correa de Sa et al investigated the relation between spatiotem-

poral variation of tissue excitation and electrode spatial resolution.43

Extracellular electrograms were calculated in a computer model of

activation in a 2D sheet of excitable tissue. Temporal and spatiotem-

poral complexity of activation was varied and electrograms were

calculated for electrodes with different length (2-8 mm), diameter (1-

4 mm), height (0.5-3 mm), and configuration (bipolar; inter-electrode

spacing (1-7 mm). In simulations with tissue exhibiting temporal

variation, fractionation increased with the frequency of activation

(stimulation), but was independent of electrode spacing. The number

of deflections (fractionation) in unipolar electrograms recorded in

tissue with spatiotemporal variation (in which six lines of scar were

present) increasedwith electrode length, diameter and height. In bipo-

lar electrograms fractionation increasedwith inter-electrode spacing.

These investigators also determined how fractionation varies with

inter-electrode spacing of various catheters in patients with AF.

Results of these experiments also showed an increase in fractiona-

tion with increased spacing. Their observations are in accordance with

basic concepts of bipolar electrograms, in which the number of deflec-

tions increases with the distance between the poles.

Because these electrode variables affect electrograms, Josephson

and Anter suggested a standardization of recording techniques that

included electrode size, inter-electrode spacing, tissue contact, and
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catheter orientation.44 Iso et al showed that wave front direction and

cycle length affect atrial electrogram amplitude, which, as they indi-

cated, at least partly explains the voltage discordance during SR and

AF.45

8.3 Filtering and sample frequency

Filtering and sampling frequency also influence electrogram charac-

teristics. Filtering may attenuate respiration and movement artifacts

as well as interference and far-field components, but it affects elec-

trogrammorphology.46 Especially high-order filters (sharp filters) that

attenuate certain frequencies more steeply, may disturb morphology

importantly, such as notch (60Hz) filters. The problemwith such filters

is that they are prone to ringing andmay generate artificial deflections

in an electrogram.

8.4 Contact force and catheter position

Morphology of the electrogram and ablation size is changed by the

force the catheter exerts on myocardial tissue.47 Contact pressure

results in injury current that gives rise to a monophasic deflection (ST-

segment elevation), but pressure may also affect configuration and

number of deflections. In addition, contact forcewill affectCFAE score.

Electrogram parameters and initial impedance are poor predictors of

contact force for radiofrequency ablation. An optimal contact force

during electrogrammapping of ≥10 g is suggested, as below this value

contact force has a significant influence on the electrogram and CFAE

scores.

F IGURE 11 Example of unipolar and bipolar recordings of a
catheter with the electrode positioned parallel (left tracing) and
perpendicular to the atrial wall. Recordings weremade during atrial
fibrillation; the bipolar tracing is the difference between the tip and
the first ring electrode. If the catheter is positioned along the wall,
both terminals touch the tissue and the recording is a pure bipolar
one. If the catheter is, however, positioned perpendicular to the wall,
only the tip touches the wall. The ring electrode records a cavity
signal, which is a remote unipolar one and lower in amplitude than the
tip signal. The resulting signal approaches a unipolar recording;
unipolar and bipolar electrograms are similar now. Electrode size:
2mm × 1mm; inter-electrode distance: 2mm; reference electrode:
vena cava inferior; filter setting: 0.5-200Hz

For bipolar recordings, the position of the catheter with regard

to the heart wall is of importance for electrogram morphology. A

catheter is usually positioned parallel to the heart wall. However, its

position is not always clear and the catheter can make an angle with

thewall, which will change themorphology of recorded signals. In case

the catheter is parallel to the wall the bipolar electrogram recorded

between the tip and the first ring electrode reveals a real bipolar

electrogram, because both electrode terminals touch the ventricular

wall. If the catheter is, however, perpendicular to the wall, only the

tip touches the wall, the ring electrode is located in the cavity. There-

fore, the ring does not record a local signal but a remote one (the

cavity potential). The cavity potential is lower in amplitude and less

steep than the local deflection at the tip, so that subtraction of the

two results in an electrogram that tends to the unipolar morphol-

ogy as recorded at the tip electrode. Filter setting will have an addi-

tional effect on electrogrammorphology. The resulting bipolar electro-

gram virtually has a unipolar configuration. An example is illustrated in

Figure 11 where endocardial electrograms of the atrium were

recorded during AF with the catheter positioned along and perpen-

dicular to the atrial wall. For both situations the unipolar and bipolar

electrograms are shown together with lead II. Note that in case the

catheter is parallel to the wall, the bipolar electrogrammimics the first

derivative of the unipolar one, whereas in case the catheter is per-

pendicular to the wall, the bipolar electrogram is similar to the unipo-

lar one. The bipolar electrogram recorded with the electrode posi-

tionedparallel to the ventricularwall shows a rotation of the amplitude

from negative to positive, indicating that the wave front is changing

direction.

9 CONCLUSIONS

The optimal recording procedure to assess activation times uses both

unipolar and bipolar electrograms that are recorded simultaneously.

The bipolar electrogram helps to detect the local component(s) in the

electrogram,whereas deflections of the unipolar electrogram that cor-

respond with the bipolar deflection(s) are preferable used to deter-

mine activation times. In addition, the morphology of unipolar elec-

trograms can be used to select the origin of (focal) activation and/or

sites with tissue discontinuity. Several aspects of electrogram record-

ing such as filtering, contact force and catheter position should be con-

sideredwith care when analyzing electrograms.

Detecting target sites for ablation with voltage mapping and/or

fractionation of electrograms also have a number of pitfalls. Record-

ing bipolar electrograms looks attractive because of the local charac-

ter of this recording mode, but their amplitude is dependent on the

direction of the activation front, which affects the potential map. On

the other hand, unipolar recordings suffer from the fact that remote

deflections that are present will affect the voltage map. However,

several techniques are available to circumvent the disadvantages of

the unipolar and bipolar recording technique and to avoid pitfalls

associated with determination of CFAEs. In addition, high resolution
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automated mapping and electrogram annotating systems can be help-

ful to select appropriate target sites for ablation.
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